Terahertz beam steering using active diffraction grating fabricated by 3D printing
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Abstract: In this article we propose variable-period diffraction gratings for terahertz frequencies. The design, fabrication and characterization of such devices are presented. Our measurements show the possibility to actively shift of the deflection angle for each frequency using this device. We also demonstrated that when driven by a speaker, these variable gratings can be used for active beam steering with potential application in terahertz communications.
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1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) technology has evolved dramatically since the introduction of Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS) in the 1980s [1,2]. This technique made it possible to access the entire band between about 30 GHz and 10 THz in a single experimental technique. Since then, electronic sources of radiation such as Gunn diodes, and other forms of oscillators have gradually increased the available frequencies covering most of the low end of this band [3,4]. Simultaneously optical sources such as quantum cascade lasers have also been produced at progressively lower frequencies [5,6]. While there are still technological challenges for the two kinds of technologies to be commercially available for mass markets, these development have paved the road for the use of terahertz radiation in many real-world applications that go from cultural heritage [7–9], biomedical [10–14] and industrial non-destructive testing [15,16] to short range ultra-broad-band telecommunications [17–20].

Fundamental estimations for short-range wireless THz communication systems show that such systems will need a line-of-sight connection between receiver and emitter. To circumvent the blocking of the direct line-of-sight connection these systems will also have to rely on non-line-of-sight paths which involve reflections off the walls. This requires beam steering, which will enable securing reliable communication paths even when the emitters or receivers are changing their positions or objects interrupt the line-of-sight link. Although several approaches have been demonstrated, including a freely programmable THz diffraction grating [21], vanadium dioxide metasurfaces [22], a liquid crystal prism [23], optically excited semiconductors [24,25], interference of femtosecond optical pulses [26], and optical coherent control [27], THz beam steering is still in its infancy.

Given that THz is still a relatively unexplored part of the spectrum, the availability of electronic, optical and hybrid components for this band is still limited [28]. In recent years, three-dimensional printing has been used to fabricate many standard [29,30] and also unconventional [31–33] optical components for THz waves, including gratings [34–40]. Three-dimensional printing has considerable advantages for prototyping, the time from design to final fabrication can be as short as a few minutes, the training required to use it is fast and easy to acquire, the operation costs are very low and the flexibility of the technique is extremely high. Furthermore, there are many 3D printable plastics that show good optical properties at THz frequencies [28,41].
In addition to the advantages of 3D printing as a prototyping technique, the designs fabricated with this technique for initial testing and optimization can, in most cases, easily be converted to mold-injection fabrication for their mass production.

An interesting aspect of plastic-based optical components is the fact that they can be designed to be elastic, which opens the possibility to create active components. In this contribution we present an elastic diffraction grating, our design is such that the period of the grating can be modified in order to either select a particular frequency for a given diffraction angle or modify the diffraction angle for a given frequency. The first characteristic can be useful for spectroscopic purposes or as a tunable filter, while the later one could be useful for beam steering in telecommunications or other applications.

2. Design and fabrication

A reflective diffraction grating produces diffracted beams at a series of angles with respect to the normal to the grating given by

$$\frac{\Lambda}{\lambda} \sin \theta_m = m,$$

(1)

where $\Lambda$ is the period of the grating, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $\theta_m$ is the diffraction angle with respect to the grating’s normal and $m = \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots$ is the diffraction order. From the previous equation it is easy to show that for the first diffraction order

$$\sin \theta_1 = \frac{c}{\Lambda} \frac{1}{f},$$

(2)

where $f$ is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave and $c$ is the speed of light. This implies that the relationship between the frequency of the wave and its corresponding diffraction angle can be tuned if the period $\Lambda$ can be actively controlled.

We fabricated a reflective diffraction grating, formed by a sequence of 17 stripes of material of length 50 mm, width 0.8 mm and height 0.8 mm joined by V-shaped “springs” at the edges as shown in Fig. 1. When completely relaxed, the spacing between subsequent stripes is $\sim 2.3$ mm which can be continuously reduced down to $\sim 1.1$ mm by applying lateral pressure normal to the stripes. Since all springs are, at least nominally, equal, the compression is expected to affect evenly the spacing between all the stripes. Before printing we placed aluminium foil on the bed of the 3D-printer, therefore depositing the plastic structure on the foil. After printing, the metal that was attached directly to the plastic was maintained while the rest was removed. With this we managed to obtain a highly reflective layer on top of the plastic structure. The RMS roughness of the metal edges was determined to be $\sim 19.4 \, \mu m$.

In addition to the grating itself, the three-dimensional printer was also used to fabricate a vice mount appropriate to control the compression on the grating which is shown in Fig. 1. The compression can be modified precisely by using a screw that varies the total length of the grating. By inspecting photographs of the grating at different compression levels we could assess that the compression is reasonably well distributed over the 17 periods of the grating going from a variation (standard deviation) of about 3% ($\sim 70 \, \mu m$) on the period for the uncompressed grating up to about 8% ($\sim 140 \, \mu m$) for the most compressed case.

A second grating with a similar geometry formed by a sequence of 19 stripes of material of length 80 mm, width 1.5 mm and height 10 mm optimal for frequencies in the vicinity of 120 GHz was also fabricated together with an appropriate mount for this re-scaled version, the thickness increased significantly in order to make the structure more stable for fast compression.

3. Characterization

We used a fiber-coupled terahertz time-domain spectrometer in order to characterize the tunable gratings. A polyethylene lens was used to collimate the radiation produced at the emitter.
Subsequently the device under test was placed at the intersection of the optical axis of the emitter and the rotation axis of a motorized rotational stage fitted with a ~400 mm long arm where an additional lens and the photoconductive detector were placed as show in Fig. 1c. For all of our experiments the polarization was transverse to the grating slabs.

The device under test was smaller grating described earlier. It was mounted inside the variable compression system. In order to measure the behaviour of the grating a collection of terahertz waveforms were acquired for different angular positions of the detector between 30° and 55° of the detector arm in 0.5° steps. Subsequently, the compression of the grating was increased, thus reducing the period of the grating, and the measurements were repeated for a total of three different compressions (Λ = 2.92 mm, 2.52 mm and 2.11 mm). The spectra resulting from all the measurements, obtained by Fourier transformation of the waveforms, are shown in Fig. 2a-c.

The spectra shown in Fig. 2a corresponds to the terahertz signals recorded for a collection of angular positions of the detector as described in the previous paragraph. The color intensity of each curve was chosen such that it increases with the detector angle. As seen in the plots, the peak frequency of the diffracted signal decreases as the detection angle increases. One can notice that the second diffraction order appears at higher frequencies (>225 GHz) and up to 5 diffraction orders spanning up to about 1 THz (not shown) could be found with decreasing amplitudes. In Figs. 2b and c, the results of analogous measurements are shown for increasing compression levels of the grating, i.e. decreasing period lengths. The curves show that the spectral peaks appear at progressively larger frequencies as the grating gets compressed, which is consistent with Eq. 2. Finally, Fig. 2d shows a collection of points that correspond to the peak frequencies of all the spectra as function of the detection angle for the different compression levels, the solid curves shown are the predictions using Eq. 2. As observed in the plot there is good quantitative match between the theory and the experiment.
Fig. 2. (a) The spectra obtained for angles between 30° (lighter color) and 55° (darker color) in 0.5° steps for the grating at a compression state such that its period is 2.92 mm. The spectral peak clearly shifts as a function of the detection angle as indicated by the arrow, on the right hand side, additional peaks can be seen, which correspond the second diffraction order. (b) and (c) show analogous sets of spectra for compressions such that the period is 2.52 mm and 2.11 mm respectively, it is possible to notice that the collection of spectral peaks for the first diffraction order appear to higher frequencies as the period decreases. (d) The peak frequency of all the spectra shown in panels (a)=□, (b)=○ and (c)=△ are plotted here. The continuous lines represent the relation between the frequency and the angle of the first diffraction order from Eq. 2.

A quick inspection of Fig. 2d allows noticing that a change of ∼800 µm in the period of the grating, produces a deflection from ∼35° to ∼50° at 180 GHz. The period change could be driven by an electromagnetic or piezoelectric actuator, this could lead to a potential beam-steering device which we present in the next section.

4. Active beam steering

In order to test the possibility of active beam steering a separate setup was prepared. The larger grating, optimized for 120 GHz operation, was placed in its mount, and the ensemble was fixed and coupled to an audio speaker in such a way that the oscillations from the speaker drive a compression/decompression motion on the grating. The speaker was driven by a sine wave applied from a function generator, as shown in Fig. 3a. Instead of a THz-TDS system we used a 120 GHz CW emitter and detector in a setup such as the one shown in Fig 3c. The length L of the detection arm, between the grating and the detector, was L=2.6 m. The signal from the detector was coupled to an oscilloscope triggered by the sine-wave driving the speaker as shown in Fig. 3b.

From the experimental points shown in Fig. 3a and b, which corresponds to a frequency of 60.5 Hz on the speaker, one can clearly see that the signal seen in the detector shows two maxima per speaker cycle, which is to be expected since the beam is steered forwards and then backwards, illuminating the detector twice in a single cycle. The theoretical curve shown in Fig.3b was calculated by assuming that the beam has a Gaussian profile, and that the response of
Fig. 3. (a) Voltage applied to the speaker at 60 Hz, (○) one full cycle is shown. The continuous line is the displacement used for the calculation of the diffracted angle, the amplitude, phase and frequency were matched to the voltage signal for visualization purposes. (b) Amplitude of the signal obtained from the microwave detector with speaker being driven at 60.5 Hz (○), and theoretical prediction of the amplitude detected shown as a continuous curve with a total angular deflection of 2.8° over the cycle. (c) Schematic of the setup including the speaker and microwave emitter and detector.

the lens-detector system is also Gaussian. For this calculation there are two important parameters that need being determined. Firstly, the beam cross section, and secondly the pitch variation of the grating owing to the oscillation. The beam cross-section in the vicinity of the detector-arm’s lens was measured by the razor-blade scanning method and turned out to be σ = 13.0 mm (30.6 mm FWHM). The variation of the grating pitch was obtained using long-exposure photographs of the grating while being driven by the speaker, by analyzing the blurred parts of the image it was possible to determine the total displacement of each stripe of the grating, and from there the change in pitch over the cycle which turned out to be from 3.09 mm to 3.20 mm, which in turn resulted in diffraction angles between $51.3° = 52.6° - 1.3° < \theta < 52.6° + 1.3° = 53.9°$. Taking these two parameters, the angle as well as the distance between the grating and the detector, the expected signal can be calculated as

$$s(t) = S_0 \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} e^{-\frac{(x-x_0)^2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{(y-y_0)^2}{\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(x-x_0)^2}{\sigma_D^2} + \frac{(y-y_0)^2}{\sigma_D^2}} \, dx \, dy,$$

where $X(t) = x_0 + L\delta(t)$ and $\delta(t) = \delta_0 \cos(\omega_{spk} t)$, with $\delta_0 = 1.3°$, $\omega_{spk} = 2\pi \times 60.5$ Hz the speaker angular frequency and $\sigma_D=34$ mm defines the effective detector area. By using this expression we could predict the amplitude of the signal which appears in Fig. 3b as a continuous line that matches very well the experimentally measured signal. It is important to notice that the frequency of 60.5 Hz was chosen because the grating shows a mechanical resonance at that frequency. An other mechanical resonance was found at $\sim 29$ Hz with very similar results, and one more at $\sim 112.5$ Hz, however, that resonance only showed a smaller angular modulation,
which we attribute to a smaller displacement of the grating slabs. It is worth mentioning that the angular modulation is very small for frequencies that do not match a mechanical resonance.

5. Conclusions

In this article we proposed designs of variable-period diffraction gratings for terahertz frequencies. The devices were designed in such a way that compression in the direction orthogonal to the gratings’ stripes produces an elastic, reversible and even change of the period along the entire structure. The design was subsequently fabricated by three-dimensional printing, and tested using a THz time-domain spectroscopy system. The measurements show, that application of constant pressure, produces a controllable shift of the deflection angle for each electromagnetic frequency, and the behaviour matches quantitatively with the theoretical equations used during the design. It is worth mentioning that the current resolution of Fused Material Deposition 3D printing is restricted to about 200 µm, which limits these kinds of devices to the frequency region of a few hundreds of gigahertz, however, the same concept could be applied to similar devices either using other three-dimensional printing technologies or different fabrication methods.

One of these gratings was tested by actively modulating the pressure with a speaker, resulting in an active beam steering device. It is worth mentioning that the active beam steering is most efficient at the frequencies where the grating shows mechanical resonances, therefore, if higher steering speeds are desired, mechanical changes, such as reduction of the mass of the grating, or an increase of the stiffness of the springs can be used to re-engineer the device. Furthermore, while we aimed to present a proof-of-concept, an actual device of this type could be driven with a more appropriate electromagnetic or piezoelectric actuator that could increase the modulation angles and speeds, which could make these simple plastic-based devices suitable for real-world applications such as THz telecommunications.
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